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Abstract
3D printing is an attractive method to fabricate microfluidic devices due to (1) its fast and
simple process without specialized equipment and cleanroom environment, and (2) its
capability to create complex 3D structures. Combined with Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), it
can be used to develop various microfluidic devices taking advantage of both 3D printing and
PDMS. In this paper, we investigated a Digital Light Processing (DLP) 3D printer to fabricate
3D printing/PDMS integrated microfluidic devices. We used it to fabricate both a master mold
for the PDMS process and a substrate containing pneumatic ports and channels. The optimal
design parameters to print a symmetrical microchannel structure were determined. We also
measured the printing accuracy of taper structures as an example of its capability to fabricate
complex structures. Then, we fabricated a microfluidic device by integrating a PDMS
component with a 3D printed substrate. The microfluidic device operation was demonstrated
using dye solutions. The fluidic control results clearly show the microfluidic device works as
expected.

© 2022 by the author. This is an open access article distributed under the
conditions of the Creative Commons by Attribution License, which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium or format,
provided the original work is correctly cited.
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1. Introduction
Microfluidic devices are miniaturized fluid and gas control systems developed for various
applications in chemistry and biology such as lab on a chip (LOC) or micro total analysis systems
(µTAS) [1, 2], genetic analysis [3], cell analysis [4], organs on chips [5], drug discovery [6], and
biosensing [7, 8]. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is the most commonly used material for microfluidic
devices [9-17]. PDMS-based microfluidic devices are typically fabricated by bonding a soft
lithography-processed PDMS piece on a substrate such as glass, silicon, or PDMS. For soft
lithography, a proper mixture of PDMS base and curing agent is poured on top of a mold master,
cured, and peeled off from the mold to replicate the structure on PDMS. A mold master is typically
fabricated using a photolithography process [18], which transfers patterns on a photomask to a
photoresist through UV light exposure. Often, the photolithography process is also used to create
structures on the microfluidic device substrate that is bonded with the PDMS. Therefore, the
photolithography process is key to fabricating PDMS-based microfluidic devices. While the
photolithography process is simple and straightforward, it has some limitations: (1) it requires
multiple steps using various chemicals and specialized equipment in a cleanroom environment, and
(2) it mainly produces a single step structure making it hard to create complex 3D structures in the
vertical direction.
Recently, 3D printing has come to focus as a new method to produce microfluidic devices [1925]. With 3D printing, microfluidic chips can be fabricated in a single step at a low cost without
photolithography processes in a cleanroom environment [22-25]. Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM),
Stereolithography Apparatus (SLA), and Digital Light Processing (DLP) 3D printers have been widely
used for microfluidic device fabrications. Combining 3D printed structures with conventional PDMS
structures makes it possible to develop useful microfluidic devices that take advantage of both. For
example, Gross et al. demonstrated the design and fabrication of a 3D-printed microfluidic device
coated with PDMS for electrical cell lysis [26]. They used PDMS to immobilize a cell layer on it
because of its known surface properties instead of an unknown 3D-printed surface. Brennan et al.
fabricated an SLA 3D-printed device combined with gas permeable PDMS membranes to control
oxygen levels for cell cultures [27]. Tsuda et al. developed a flow selector device using an FDMbased 3D printer and PDMS [28]. They took advantage of both by fabricating the overall device with
a 3D printer while a flexible PDMS membrane valve was used for the fluid control.
DLP 3D printer has a great potential to fabricate master molds for the PDMS process and
substrates with 3D structures for microfluidic devices due to its fast printing speed, high resolution,
capability to create complex 3D structures, and smooth printed surface. Previously, we
demonstrated the bonding process between a PDMS piece fabricated with a DLP-printed master
mold and a DLP-printed substrate using a thin SiO2 intermediate layer with the bonding
strength >436.65 kPa [29].
In this paper, we present (1) the optimal design parameters of a DLP 3D printer to create a
symmetrical microchannel structure to be used as PDMS master molds, (2) the printing accuracy of
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a DLP 3D printer for taper structures as an example of its capability to create complex 3D structures
in the vertical direction, and finally (3) the demonstration of a 3D printing/PDMS integrated
microfluidic device for which a DLP 3D printer was used to fabricate the PDMS master mold and
substrate.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 3D Printer and the Calibration Process
B9 Creator (B9Creations LLC, Rapid City, SD) is the DLP 3D printer used for our work. It has an XY
resolution of 30, 50, or 70 µm, and its vertical resolution depends on the resin type. We performed
a three-step calibration process before printing a device. In the first calibration step, the build table
was calibrated to ensure that it makes good contact with Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer inside
the VAT. Then, the projector was calibrated to set the zoom, focus, and position for the XY resolution
used. We used 30 µm for the XY resolution for the calibration process. Finally, a calibration structure
was printed. For the XY resolution of 30 µm, the calibration structure has a dimension of 50 mm (X
direction) x 30 mm (Y direction) x 3.5 mm (Z direction). We measured the XY dimensions of the
square posts at four corners and the center of the calibration structure (total five square posts).
Based on the measurements, we adjusted the balance (for the left and right sides), the fade (for the
top and bottom sides), and the Machine Specific Multiplier (for overall exposure time) to obtain the
XY dimensions of the five square posts within the tolerance (± 30 µm) of the design (5 mm x 5 mm).
2.2 Materials
Various resins are available through the B9 Creator manufacturer, while third-party resins can
also be used. Out of many resins, We chose the manufacturer’s black resin to print the mold master
because it has less thermal deformation compared to other resins. This property is important for
the mold master print since it has to go through the PDMS heat curing process to create the PDMS
part of the microfluidic device. The black resin has a minimum Z resolution of 30 µm. For printing
the substrate part of the microfluidic device, we chose the manufacturer’s yellow resin due to its
small vertical resolution (20 µm) compared to other resins. SYLGARD 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit
(DOW, MI) is used for fabricating the PDMS part. Trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS) (SIGMA-ALDRICH,
MO) is used to prevent the PDMS from sticking to the mold master.
2.3 3D Printer Settings
For both the mold master and substrate, an XY resolution of 30 µm was used. The Z resolution of
the black resin was 30 µm to print the mold master, while 20 µm was used for the Z resolution of
the yellow resin to print the substrate. The light intensity of the projector was not adjustable. We
used the manufacturer recommended exposure time for printing. For the mold master printing with
the black resin, the exposure time was 0.432 seconds, while the exposure time for the substrate
printing with the yellow resin was 1.366 seconds.
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3. Results and Discussions
3.1 Design Optimization for DLP 3D Printer to Create a Symmetrical Microchannel with Target
Dimensions
PDMS-based microfluidic devices often include membrane type valves to control the fluid flow
in the microchannel. For the proper operation of valves, it is necessary to create a rounded and
symmetric microchannel so that the channel can be completely closed by a thin PDMS membrane
when the valve is actuated. As a first step to fabricating a PDMS mold master with B9 Creator, we
performed experiments to determine the optimal print parameters of B9 Creator to print a rounded
and symmetric microchannel with a channel dimension of 200 µm as shown in Figure 1(a) (solid
line).

Figure 1 (a) Schematic of the Solidworks design (dashed line) with the target shape and
(b) cross sectional view of a printed structure.
Even though we performed the calibration process before printing, the discrepancy between the
design and the print of 3D printing is anticipated within the tolerance. Therefore, fine-tuning in the
scale of microfluidic channel dimensions is necessary to achieve the desired dimensions. The
rounding effect is also commonly found from our own testing prints and others using DLP 3D
printers which may be due to the variations in exposure energy [30]. With the anticipated rounding
effect and discrepancy, we tested a rectangular design first with a height of 240 µm and a height of
120 µm as shown in Figure 1 (a) (dashed line). Solidworks (Dassault Systems, France) is used for the
design. Before printing, the resin was shaken for 6 minutes on an orbital shaker at 160 rpm and then
heated in a water bath. The heated resin was then poured into the leveled DLP 3D printer VAT. After
printing, the printed structure was rinsed with DI water and Isopropyl alcohol (IPA). Then, the
printed structure was dried with nitrogen followed by curing for 30 seconds in the resin curing box.
We then inspected the printed structure using a microscope. A microscope image showing the crosssectional view of the printed structure with a rectangular shape design is shown in Figure 1(b). The
left side of the channel was rounded while the right side of it was not, making the channel structure
asymmetric. The asymmetry could be due to the accumulated error from the multi-layer patterning
approach through repetition. We used the smallest Z resolution, which means more layers and
repetitions to build a structure. It is known that the lower Z resolution results in a longer printing
time and more artifacts and errors. The printed channel height and width were also smaller than
the target dimensions.
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To determine the proper design height and width to create a microchannel with a width and
height of 200 µm, we tried 5 different design heights (240 µm, 270 µm, 300 µm, 350 µm, 380 µm)
and 4 different widths (120 µm, 150 µm, 180 µm, 200 µm). To achieve a symmetrical channel profile,
a correction structure is added on the right side of the design. The attempted correction structures
are right-angle triangles with 3 different heights (120 µm, 150 µm, 180 µm) with 2 different widths
(30 µm, 60 µm). Figure 2 shows the definition of the correction structure height and width and its
location with respect to the cross-sectional view of the printed structure. In order to test the
influence of the printing temperature, we tried two different temperatures (25 °C and 40°C).

Figure 2 Definition and location of the correction structure.
Figure 3 shows the measured height and width of the 3D-printed microchannel at the printing
temperature of 40 °C (blue dotted-dashed line) or 25 °C (green dotted line) with respect to the
design parameters (red line). Results above the red line indicate the measured dimension is larger
than the design parameter while the results below the red line mean the measured dimension is
smaller than the design parameter. For both printing temperatures, 3D-printed channel height and
width increase linearly as the design parameters increase. As shown in Figure 3(a), 3D-printed
heights are 32 ± 7.3 % (at 40 °C) or 41 ± 7.1 % (at 25°C) smaller than the design heights while the
widths (Figure 3(b)) are 28 ± 6.7 % (at 40 °C) or 20 ± 8.5% (at 25 °C) larger than the design widths.

Figure 3 Comparison of design parameters and actual printed microchannel dimensions
with 25°C and 40°C resin temperature. (a) Printed height VS design height. (b) Printed
width VS design width.
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From the results, the optimum design parameters to be used to achieve the microchannel with
the width and height of 200 µm were determined to be 300 µm for the height and 150 µm for the
width at 40 °C. With these parameters, we found that a correction structure with a height of 180
µm and a width of 60 µm makes the microchannel round and symmetric. The cross-sectional view
of the 3D-printed microchannel using optimum parameters is shown in Figure 4. The 3D-printed
microchannel has a symmetrical round shape with a height of 206 ± 6.3 µm and a width of 200 ± 4.2
µm which are close to the target dimension of 200 µm.

200 mm

Figure 4 Cross-section view of the 3D-printed microchannel with the optimum design
parameters and a correction structure.
3.2 Surface Roughness of 3D Printed Mold Master
We measured the surface roughness of 3D printed mold masters with the black resin using an
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM), as shown in Figure 5. An area of 30 µm x 30 µm was scanned at
three different locations for each resin temperature and analyzed. With a resin temperature of 25 °C,
the measured root-mean-square (RMS) roughness was 84.7 ± 22 nm while the RMS roughness with
40 °C was slightly increased to 100.97 ± 16 nm. Overall, we were able to achieve a reasonably
smooth surface.

Figure 5 AFM images of the 3D printed mold masters with two different resin
temperatures (25 °C and 40 °C) at three areas.
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3.3 Demonstration of Taper Structure Printing Capability of DLP 3D Printer
As mentioned earlier, one of the unique benefits of 3D printing is the capability to create complex
structures especially in the vertical direction. One of the challenging structures to fabricate with the
conventional photolithography processes is a taper structure in the vertical direction. We conducted
experiments to demonstrate the printing accuracy of B9 Creator for the taper structures. The test
structures have a straight channel section and taper structures at the end with different angles in
both horizontal and vertical directions as shown in Figure 6(a). The optimum design parameters and
the correction structure determined from the previous experiments were used for the straight
microchannel section so that the microchannel has a height and width of 200 µm with a symmetric
profile. Six different angles from 10 о to 60 о with an increment of 10 о were attempted as shown in
Figure 6(b). The horizontal angle of the fabricated structure was measured from the top while the
vertical angle was measured from the side.

Figure 6 (a) Definition of the horizontal and vertical angles and (b) design of taper
structures with 6 different angles.
The measurement results and microscope images of the taper test structures are shown in Figure
7. Figure 7(a) shows the measurement results of taper angles with respect to the design angle (red).
The angle in the horizontal direction is slightly larger compared to the design (design angle +1.8 ±
1.7 о) while the vertical angle is slightly smaller than the design (design angle – 2.14 ± 0.9 о).

Figure 7 (a) Measurement results and (b) microscope images of printed taper structure
compared to the design angle (printing temperature: 40 °C).
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Figure 7(b) shows the microscope images of the printed taper structures from the top and the
side. As shown in the figure, the taper structures in the horizontal direction with an angle of 50 о
and 60 о are slightly off-centered. By modifying the design accordingly, this error can be fixed. The
vertical taper structures show staircase-like shapes due to the layer-by-layer printing method. If
necessary, a polishing technique, such as an acetone bath, can be employed to smoothen the
surface.
3.4 Fabrication and Demonstration of a Microfluidic Device
To demonstrate a 3D printing/PDMS integrated microfluidic device fabricated with B9 Creator, a
simple device was designed and fabricated. Figure 8 shows the schematic drawing of the device.
Input and output ports have a dimension of 2 mm x 2 mm to allow a Tygon tubing (OD: 0.078”) to
be attached to the device. The input and output ports are tapered down with an angle of 55 о to
microchannels. The input microchannel has a width and height of 200 µm. The output microchannel
has a width of 250 µm and a height of 200 µm. These two channels meet at the T-junction. At the
end of the input microchannel after the T-junction, the microchannel is tapered down further with
an angle of 27 о. This channel is then connected to the output port through a 60 µm x 60 µm
microchannel. There are two normally open valves in the design to control the fluid flow in two
different paths. Valve 1 is located on the input microchannel right after the T-junction while valve 2
is located on the output microchannel. By actuating valve 1 (V1 closed), the fluid from the input port
will flow along the output channel at the T-junction. When valve 2 is actuated (V2 closed), the fluid
from the input port flows through the T-junction, a tapered section with an angle of 27 о, and then
60 x 60 microchannel reaching the output port. Valves are actuated through pneumatic channels
and ports which are printed as part of the 3D-printed substrate.

Figure 8 Schematic drawing of a microfluidic device.
The detailed fabrication processes are shown in Figure 9. The mold master for the PDMS piece
was 3D printed using the design parameters determined from the previous experiments (Step 1).
Then, the mold master was treated with TMCS. The SYLGARD 184 silicone elastomer mixed with the
curing agent at a 1:10 (curing-agent: base) weight ratio was degassed in a chamber for 1 hour 30
min at —100 kPa. The degassed PDMS was poured on the TMCS treated mold master (Step 2) and
baked in an oven at 65 °C for 2 hours. After baking, the PDMS piece was cut along the edge of the
mold and gently peeled off from the mold master (Step 3). Figure 9(b) shows the operation principle
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of a normally open microvalve used to control the fluid flow. For the operation of the microvalve, a
thin PDMS membrane sits on top of a pneumatic pressure port. Normally, the valve is open,
however, as pneumatic pressure is applied, the membrane is deformed and closes the channel. To
fabricate the PDMS membrane, 1:10 ratio mixed PDMS was spin-coated at 3150 rpm for 1 min. on
a TMCS treated 3-inch silicon substrate followed by a partial curing process at 55 °C for 10 min. on
a hot plate. The PDMS piece from step 3 was gently placed on the partially cured PDMS membrane
and was baked further at 100 °C for 10 min. for bonding (Step 4) [31]. Then, the final PDMS piece
was cut along the edge and gently peeled off from the Si substrate.

Figure 9 (a) Fabrication process of a microfluidic device. (b) Illustration of a normally
open microfluidic valve and its operation.
To bond the top PDMS part with the bottom 3D-printed part, a thin layer of SiO2 (77 nm) was
sputter-coated on the 3D-printed part (Step 6). Both PDMS and 3D- printed part surfaces to be
bonded were exposed with oxygen plasma and clamped together for 1 hour at room temperature
to achieve a strong and uniform bonding [29] (Steps 7 and 8). The fabricated device before and after
attaching Tygon tubing (inner diameter (ID): 0.04”) with epoxy glue is shown in Figures 10(a) and
10(b), respectively. The Tygon tubings for the pneumatic ports are then filled with DI water before
the experiments.

Figure 10 Fabricated microfluidic device (a) before and (b) after attaching tubings.
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Figure 11 shows a control system to test a fabricated microfluidic device. An infusion/withdrawal
syringe pump (EW-74905-04, Cole-Parmer, USA) was used to introduce fluids. For the valve control,
two solenoid valves (MHA1-M1LH-3/2G-0.6-PI, Wolf-Solution, USA) mounted in a solenoid valve
manifold (CECC-D, Wolf-Solution, USA) were controlled by a controller (CECC-D, Wolf-Solution, USA).

Figure 11 The control system.
Figure 12(a) shows the valve operation. We assigned V1 (Valve 1) and V2 (Valve 2) for two valves
in the device. Without pressure applied to the pneumatic ports, the microchannel is open as shown
in Figures 12(a),(i) (V1) and 12(a),(iii) (V2). Upon applied pressure to the ports, the PDMS membrane
is expanded and closes the microchannel as seen in Figures 12(a),(ii) (V1) and 12(a),(iv) (V2). While
V1 was open and V2 was closed, a blue dye was introduced into the device with a flow rate of 10
μL/min. as shown in the upper images of Figure 12(b). Then, a red dye was introduced into the
channel while V1 was closed and V2 was open as shown in the lower images of Figure 12(b). The
results clearly show this 3D printing/PDMS integrated microfluidic device works properly to direct
the fluid flow with two valves.

Figure 12 (a) The valve operation of a 3D-printing/PDMS integrated microfluidic device
((i): V1 open, (ii): V1 closed, (iii): V2 open, and (iv): V2 closed. (b) The fluid control
demonstration of a 3D-printing/PDMS integrated microfluidic device (the upper images:
V1 open and V2 closed, the lower images: V1 closed and V2 open).
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4. Conclusions
DLP 3D printer is an attractive tool to fabricate PDMS mold masters and microfluidic device
substrates due to its fast-printing speed, high resolution, capability to create complex 3D structures
and smooth printed surface. By integrating PDMS and 3D-printed substrate, various microfluidic
devices can be fabricated while the fabrication process can be simplified. With the design height of
300 µm and width of 150 µm combined with an error correction structure on one side of design
with a height of 180 µm and a width of 60 µm, a symmetric and round shape microchannel with a
height of 200 µm and a width of 200 µm was achieved. We successfully fabricated taper structures
with various horizontal and vertical angles and showed the capability of the DLP 3D printer to
fabricate such complex structures which can’t be done with conventional photolithography
processes. Finally, we successfully fabricated and demonstrated a microfluidic device integrating
PDMS, molded with a 3D-printed mold master, and 3D-printed substrate. Using blue and red dye
solutions, we showed that the microvalves function properly and the microfluidic device works as
expected to control fluid flow.
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